ISBE Superintendent Advisory Group Meeting
Tuesday, July 10, 2012
10:00 am – 3:00 pm
Illinois State University Alumni Center, Normal
http://alumni.illinoisstate.edu/involved/alumni_center/directions.shtml

Agenda

10:00 – 10:15 Welcome and Introductions
   a. Introduce the role of the Center for the Study of Education Policy as staff for the group

10:15 - 11:15 Overview of the Educator Licensure Revision and Charge of the Superintendent Advisory Group (Linda Tomlinson)
   a. Questions from the group on the charge and goals

11:15 – 12:00 Framing the Issues (Norm Durflinger and Lisa Hood)
   a. Presentation of the issues to consider
   b. Group discussion on the issues to consider
   c. Question to consider—“When you think about revising the Superintendent endorsement and the standards for Superintendent Preparation Programs, what issues and questions come to mind?”
   d. Question to consider—“Do the issues presented cover all of the topic areas that we need to cover? If not, what needs to be added?
   e. What implications do the following have on our work?
      a. Implementation of the Common Core
      b. Implementation of the new teacher and principal evaluation systems required by PERA

12:00 – 12:45 Lunch

12:45 – 1:45 Framing the Issues (Continued)
   Group discussion

1:45 – 2:45 Need for Information and Resources (Lisa Hood)
   a. Question to consider—“What information do we need to be able to discuss and form recommendations?”
   b. Question to consider—“How would the group like to proceed with the work?”
      i. As a whole group? In subcommittees?
      ii. Face-to-face meetings, webinars, surveys?
   c. Question to consider—“Is anyone missing from this group that should be invited to the table?”

2:45 – 3:00 Next Steps
   a. Next meeting is in August
   b. Meeting minutes and materials will be distributed via email in approximately a week